
HORSE PROFILES FOR THE NATIONAL HUNT 2017/18 

UPDATE 5 

REVIEW -  6th November to 12th November 

7th November - Exeter 

GARDE LA VICTOIRE - could only plug into 4th here and maybe better in Grade 3 races and 
below (Grade 1 and 2 record now reads: 40FP841234.

He may also be better on flatter tracks as record on very undulating tracks now reads 4 wins from 
10 starts.  The horse may also be better in smaller fields as record when racing in fields of 8+ now 
reads: 4 wins from 14 starts

Ideal Conditions - Grade 3 and below, 1 to 7 runners -1111111 

SIR VALENTINO - won this race last year but a repeat never looked likely and he was soon 
outpaced and after been tailed off was pulled up.

His record in races worth more than 20k now reads: 536512P85, he may also be high in the 
handicap as when racing off a mark of 151+ record now reads: 5236P.

Ideal Conditions - RH track, -20k races, 150 rating or less, slightly undulating tracks - 22315111 

CASTARNIE - although he was outpaced 4 out he rallied really well to finish second and this 
was another decent run from a horse that seems to be improving.

Ideal Conditions - RH track, Class 3 and below, 2m7.5f or more, soft or heavy ground, 21 to 45 
days after last race - 11F1 

ROYAL PALLADIUM - led and jumped well but after been headed 4 out he looked beaten 
however he rallied well and although he was one paced on the flat this was a decent run from a 
yard that has not been in good form so far this autumn.

Ideal Conditions - Class 3 and below, 1 to 11 runners, track with undulations, 3m1f or less, 
November or December - 5411113. 

I AM COLIN - was in touch but soon weakened and was pulled up before 4 out. He may not 
like very undulating tracks as record reads: 4P and also seem to be struggling off marks of 121+: 
PP6P

Ideal Conditions - 1 to 8 runners, 3m or less, 118 rating or less - 13211 

8th November Chepstow 

FLAMING CHARMER - ran really well on his comeback run, keeping on well without ever 
looking likely to catch the 14-y-o winner!  He has yet to win after a brea of 121 days+: 3FP26P.  
This runs proves that distance may well now suit as previously all wins had come at 2m4.5f or 
less.

Ideal Conditions - soft or heavy ground, 15 runners or less, 8k races or less, 118 rating or less, 11 
to 120 days - 13113 

BLACK NARCISSUS - the trainer does not seem in good form at the moment as in the last 
60 days he has had 31 runners (all lost and only 2 placed).  The horse was always towards rear 
and was pulled up before 5 out.

Ideal Conditions- Undulating or very undulating tracks, 1 to 25 days - 01111F1 

9th November Market Rasen 



DESERT QUEEN - the horse is clearly a bit of a thinker and had to be led into the start and 
although slowly away soon pulled her way to the front and once there was a little too keen and 
had little left when headed.  I am sure there are races to be won with her this season.

Ideal Conditions - good or GTS ground, 8 runners or less, Slightly undulating or undulating tracks: 
111113. 

ANTARTICA DE THAIX - was outpaced and under pressure from the 12th but to her credit 
plugged on all the way up the straight to finish second. She looked as though this run was needed 
and will be interesting on her next few runs.

Ideal Conditions- GTS and softer, 21 to 60 days - U1F111 (average or tight tracks: 1111) 

BRIERY BELLE - I really don’t think that the horse stays this far in this class of race and here 
weakened badly from 4 out.

Ideal Conditions - 2m4f to 2m5f, 13 runners or less, Listed and below, 140 rating or less - 431111 

DEBDEBDEB - another that weakened from 4 out and it would seem that the horse struggles 
above class 3.

Ideal Conditions - Class 3 and below - 213111 

9th November Ludlow 

MARCILHAC - this was a very good run on ground that may well have been on the quick side, 
however the horse does seem to go well at this track (12)

Ideal Conditions- soft or heavy, Class 3 and 4, 2m5f to 3m - 2151 

CUT THE CORNER - the horse ran well until stretching for 3 out and was beaten soon after 
this mistake. I am still not convinced he stays this far.

Ideal Conditions - 2m4.5f or less, 10 runners or less, Class 4 and below, 126 rating or less - 
71533111 

Saturday 11th November Aintree 

GARDEFORT - seemed to be going very well but did not quite see out its race - is this maybe 
because all the stables horses have not quite hit top form yet? However this was a very promising 
run and I am sure once the stable is in full swing he will win races

Ideal Conditions - 2m1/2f or less, GTS or softer ground, -17k races - 1312U1 

IMJOEKING - the horse usually needs first run of the season and record when racing 121 
days+ now reads: 23356. The horse has also yet to win a race worth over 10k: 6546F.  He may 
also need to drop a few pounds before winning again.

Ideal Conditions - average/easy fences, galloping or average track, -10k races, 21 to 120 days - 
2115211. 

PAIN AU CHOCOLAT - the stable seems badly out of form and this was not the horses true 
running as was well beaten 3 out.  He is one to watch when the stable is in better form as trainer 
felt that this was one to watch this season.

Ideal Conditions - Class 3 and below, 2m1/2f or less, flat or slightly undulating tracks - 11118 

WORKBENCH - this was another good run from the horse especially as there were a lot of 
negatives.  He is now 0 from 20 on GTS and softer and 0 from 26 in fields of 8 runners or less.  He 
has also only won 1 from 26 starts on a LH track.

Ideal Conditions - RH/Fig 8 track, good ground, 7 runners or less - 133111113 

Saturday 11th November Wincanton 



CODY WYOMING - very poor run here and although he seemed to be travelling well on the 
first circuit he quickly became attached and was pulled up. This was a step backwards after such 
a promising run at Ffos Las.  Stables current form in November - 6P36PP0P.

Ideal Conditions - GTS and softer ground, Class 4 and below, 117 rating and below, 11 to 240 
days - 1212112P 

HOWLONGISAFOOT - was never travelling in this race and as soon struggling and was 
eventually pulled up. Maybe a LH track suits more now as last 5 runs on a RH have resulted in the 
following - P476P.

Ideal Conditions - Class 3 and below, 11 runners or less,16 to 45 days - 121112561P 
DANCE FLOOR KING - I do think that the horse was hampered at a crucial stage although 
whether he would have won is a different story.  He did keep on without ever been a threat and I 
am sure he will gain compensation soon

Ideal Conditions - RH track with undulations, Class 3 and below, 120 rating or less, 11 to 45 days - 
113212213 

YALA ENKI - led for some of the race but was always harried by the eventual winner and faded 
very quickly after been headed in the back straight.  On todays evidence I am not sure that the 
stable has turned the corner yet.

Ideal Conditions - Listed races and below, GTS and softer ground - 2111141P 

THEATRE GUIDE - a very good run here on ground that was probably softer than ideal.

Ideal Conditions - 1 to 15 runners, Grade 3 and below,150 rating or less, 2m4.5f to 3m2.5f - 
13212111 on good or GTS only - 13211 

PRESENT MAN - a had quickly discounted the horse on this ground, but he jumped really well 
and handled the conditions superbly.  At this moment I cannot give out a profile of ideal 
conditions until he has had a few more runs on this sort of ground.


PILGRIMS BAY - held up and although he made headway entering the straight he was not 
given a hard race and must surely come on for this run.  Maybe he needs to drop a few pounds as 
off a rating of 131+ record reads: P2306.

Ideal Conditions - RH track, flat or slightly undulating - 1212316 

MR MIX - has often struggled in this class of race and it shows the weaknesses in his jumping, 
as often gets in close to one or two fences. His record in races worth more than 20k reads: 
F0P5P, he also maybe better in smaller fields as record in fields of 12 runners+ now reads - 
5P3F0P

Ideal Conditions -11 runners or less, flat or slightly undulating track, -13k races -31111 

FOX APPEAL - the horse loves this ground and ran really well here and I am sure his turn is not 
far away.  He now has only won 1 from 22 starts in races worth more than 20k and in fields of 16 
runners + has yet to win in 7 attempts.

Ideal Conditions -RH track, GTS and softer ground, 15 runners or less, 21k or less - 111213141F 

VIC DE TOUZAINE - this step up in class may have been a little too much for him as he was 
weakening when blundering 3 out. In fields of 12 runners+ record now reads: 7UP

Ideal Conditions - RH track, 9 runners or less, 10.5k races or less, 32U11 

ALFIE SPINNER - ran well for a long way but the horse has often struggled in this grade as 
record now reads 0 wins from 19 starts in races worth more than 20k and he has only won 1 from 
23 starts in fields of 12 runners or more.

Ideal Conditions - soft or heavy ground, 16 runners or less, 17k races or less - 5115212114 



Sunday 12th November Kempton 

LOOSE CHIPS - led but was outpaced by the front pair from 3 out and had no chance after, 
maybe the two in front of him were too classy for him and there will be easier races than this as 
the season progresses.  Bizarrely the horse has only won 1from 8 starts on GTS ground.

Ideal Conditions - RH track, 3m or less, 13 runners or less, Class 2, 3 and 4, 26 to 60 days - 
1111P2211213 

THIRD INTENTION - led after the 14th and rallied after been headed and was only beaten a 
length this was a good run as he has only won once from 20 starts on a RH track.

Ideal conditions - 17k races and less, LH track - 121211F2 on soft or faster - 112112 

NEW ADDITIONS 

MONBEG CHARMER 6-y-o brown m (CE Longsdon) 
Running Style - front runner 

Comments - made all here and although pressed on the flat kept finding more.  He is clearly a 
better horse on faster ground. 

Going - Good: 111P1, GTS: 247

Class - Listed and above: 7P, Class 2 and below: 112411

Track - LH: 12P4, RH: 1711


Ideal Conditions - good ground, Class 2 and below - 1111 (RH: 111) 

BABY KING 8-y-o b m TR George 

Running Style - usually held up 

Comments - stayed on well to lead close home he is better on softer ground 

Going - GTS and faster: 4F57, soft or heavy: F4031212411

Class - Class 2 and above: 0P54F, Class 3 and below: 4 wins from 11 starts

Days Since Last Run - 16 to 60 days: 5404P3734, 61 days+: 1FF1311


Ideal Conditions - Class 3 and below, soft or heavy ground, 61 days+: F1311 


